Notes from 3/7/11 – Woodstock, New York

T he Cho se n One

Y

ou a r e de a rly lov e d.

When you begin to climb, the view must
change. You cannot ask to see the same things
from down below as from up above. Many of you wish
to cling to what you know and consider normal. With
love, we ask you to prepare to leave many of your “precious belongings” behind. Nothing is ever lost when
you walk up the stairs except your perception of things.
You are an energy that is one with all energy, and you
take on a unique melody for a while, creating the illusion of separation in order to find at the top of the
stairs again your oneness with all that is. “I am that I
am” is you arriving home, experiencing the melding of
all existence. As you move higher you can no longer
claim that you are a being separated from your surroundings. Your society was based on the idea of defining the separateness of humans, thereby comparing
and contrasting one from another. It is part of your linearity to be able to define and classify whoever is presented to you. This way it enables you to distinguish
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between friend or foe, stranger or family, loved one or
hated one.
Indeed it is appropriate and was useful for you
to negotiate your survival in this reality. The story is
about to change, and your consciousness is no longer focusing on the separateness. A powerful stream
of unity consciousness is sweeping and permeating every living thing on this planet, including you. This intense energy is creating invisible links which call upon
your awareness to begin focusing on your similarities
and your common ground rather than your differences. Many of you call this trend the new technology. It is
humorous how quickly many of you separate between
the realm of Spirit and the realm of matter, dismissing one over another. Matter is an expression of Spirit.
When the need and yearning for unity is created, with
pressure building to move beyond walls, there are always those who volunteer to play their part, creating
the appropriate technology to fulfill the need. Many of
you use this technology not because it is simply there,
but because, from a quantum space, you have created
it to accommodate your needs. You credit the inventor of this or that technology with ingenuity and reward them with great material wealth as is appropriate
in your culture. Know that they just responded to your
wishes. We also respond to your wishes by delivering
you this frequency, through our words and energy, to
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facilitate your awakening and activate your mastery.
There are many inventions that remain off the buffet
table of your awareness because they are not aligned
with the direction of your spiritual movement. What
remains and takes hold, spreading faster than ever before, are those technologies that are supported by the
new energy—the ones of unity, to break down the veil
that hides your true common nature. For the new to
take hold, the old must let go in order to allow change.
You are now in the midst of powerful new energy making advances into territories that are stronghold domains of old energy. The old was built on heavy structures armored with dogma and shielded with an old
energy brick-and-mortar fortress to protect you from
realizing your own power. These walls must crumble,
thus, much of your political, financial, social, psychological, and geographical landscapes are in the midst
of this change. The changing of guards is not all pretty.
At times, you may classify it as darkness, as it is being
expressed in violence, chaos, rage, and destruction. As
we hover around you, we must impart to you that there
is so much light coming through. The changes you are
now seeing are the fruits of your work. Yes, they are not
looking pretty at the moment, but they are magnificent and open new potentials for Earth that have never
been recorded anywhere. It is a time like no other and
you are in the midst of a battlefield. Your light is what
makes the difference.
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Know that, when you sit in your room feeling
love surging in your heart, experiencing oneness with
Earth, you have just created a pulse that transferred
to the other side of the world instantly, creating a sensation within a young angel’s heart saying to herself,
“I can feel my power and I will walk today knowing
who I am. I ask to regain my mastery over my own
life reclaiming my truth.” The change that one makes
within, using love to activate and awaken their inner knowing, beginning to access their power, actually changes the blueprint of your Earth. One by one
you have shifted, and as your numbers grew, the energy that was created brought about changes in remote places. We told you before that it is no longer
the politicians or powerful businesses that will invoke
these profound changes bringing in the New Sun of
humanity. It is you, moving your attention into your
heart, expanding your vibration of love from within you to all that is, sending a powerful ripple, just
by being and feeling. Your energy will arrive where it
needs to go without a name tag or material benefit to
you, but all of us will know and everything will shift
as a result. It is why you chose to be here now. This is
why you went through so much trouble to collect all
the scratches and bruises this lifetime, so you can be
ready to do your lightwork, finding your truth. Some
of you traveled immense distances to play your part
on this planet at this time. Do you still feel powerless?
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We then hear some of you whisper to us, “I am
in pain; I cry often; I do not feel I have any more
strength.” Some of you then whisper about the pain
of others—the hungry ones, the underprivileged ones,
the repressed ones, the subjugated and violated ones,
the hurt, wounded, or sad ones. We say to you as we
wrap our fluffy wings around you, “You are all sacred.
You are all loved. To each of you awaits a unique experience, tailored just for you and all by choice.” You
have also gone though many challenging experiences in
past cycles and they brought you to where you are now.
We take you by your hand and ask you to soar above
for just a moment to see it through our angelic eyes.
Everything that you see through our eyes is appropriate, woven with a golden string of love, and again, it is
by choice.
Why me, you wish to know?
You are The Chosen One, we say with a smile. In
your sacred texts those who were named The Chosen
Ones were often persecuted and prosecuted as a result;
however, the context of the term was removed from its
original intention. The Chosen Ones are those of you
who chose to shine your light. You are chosen, not by
the almighty God in heaven, but by activating the God
within you, intending to move higher than ever before.
Your choice is sacred, and we fondly tagged you as the
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“Chosen One.” When you look around you and link to
your deepest knowing you may realize that you are exactly where you need to be to fulfill your mission. This
realization in itself can shift your perception in an instant from victimhood to gratitude. You have chosen to
play the most magnificent role one can play in a physical reality, to activate your mastery, awakening to your
true identity and power. Very few have done so in the
past and you know most of them by name as your sacred texts recorded their stories.
Why do I have to go through so much turmoil, you
wish to know?
Turmoil is one aspect of your path. It is not a requirement, but a phase. Clearing and becoming light
are prerequisites to moving higher. If you carry heaviness from many cycles, how can you take off? Even in
your aviation regulations, there is a limit on the baggage weight you are allowed to carry. In order to clear
your pain, anguish, hurts, or sadness, at times, your
starting point must bring those experiences and feelings into you. If your life were only smooth sailing, why
would you clear anything? You probably would lie on
your back sun-tanning all day long. You have chosen to
do the work not only for yourself but for Earth as well.
Each time you move higher from a challenge we hold
a celebration—not only that you have unloaded your
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own baggage but that you serviced other humans. You
have helped shift the lives of angels in human costume
you do not even know. Most of humanity is asleep, and
it is appropriate. The ones who are awakened carry the
load for all. You only need a drop of blue-colored dye in
a glass of water to change the color of the whole glass
of water.
Your thoughts or feelings, your moment-by-moment experiences in your sacred journey here, are measured and applied to Gaia. All are loved equally by
Spirit and all journeys are woven with love. Your mission is to connect the dots and bring the new frequency into alignment with Gaia at this time, so to facilitate
the most profound change humanity will experience in
your recorded history.
How do I know this is the truth, some may wonder?
You will know because it will sound a beautiful melody which will vibrate inside your heart, creating harmonious resonance. You know what we speak of and
you know us. We are your brothers and sisters. We
come from your future. We know what you are going through. Some of us walk with you every moment
and follow your every breath on this journey. Do know
that Loved you are, Sacred you are, Powerful you are,
Beautiful you are, and so be it.
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